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May Regional Meetings
RttT Regional Meetings for spring 2012 will take place according
to the following dates:

STARS is accepting reservations for these events. The format of our meeting
will be similar to last year’s meetings. You will receive updates from our
Application Leads and important information for beginning year three. You will
then move into a working session with your Transformation Team to begin the
planning for next year’s budget, professional development plan, and
communication strategies. We will have our department experts on hand to
help you walk through each LEAs specific needs. Please remember that your
team only needs to register for one day. 

Northwest: May 7 & 8

Northeast: May 10 & 11

Central: May 16 &17

Southeast: 21 & 22

Southwest: May 24 & TBD

Last week, U.S. Department of Education Race to the Top staff were here for the RttT annual
on-site program review. In addition to meeting with program staff, the reviewers travelled to
Cincinnati, Crooksville, and Columbus (DECA) schools. While we will meet with Department
of Education Secretary Arne Duncan for the official report at the end of this month, informally,
the reviewers were very complimentary of our process and roll-out procedures to date.They
did a great job at challenging our thinking and has left us with some great reflection for
moving forward.

Education Symposium on Evaluation, May 25, 2012 at the
Greater Columbus Convention Center. A one-day symposium 
for ALL schools. More information coming soon.
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The Ohio Department of Education will develop a framework for incorporating
measures of student growth into teacher and principal evaluation systems. 

Professional development and technical assistance will be available to
participating LEAs working with Battelle for Kids on using value-added data as a
diagnostic tool and its appropriate use in informing decisions about professional
development and instructional improvement strategies. 

ODE and Battelle for Kids will provide a teacher-student linkage tool to RttT LEAs.
This tool is a roster verification tool that also accounts for team teaching,
intervention, etc. to attribute instructional time in tested subjects.

Annual value-added reports provided by SAS through EVAAS at the teacher level
will be available for teachers of reading and mathematics in grades 4 through 8,
with a phase-in over the next four years. These data are provided to participating
LEAs working with Battelle for Kids. 

Recommendations for other measures of student growth for teachers of students
in non-tested grades will be provided (e.g., measures of literacy levels, grade
gains on supplemental tests, end-of-course exams).

Best practices and research from other states and national organizations will be
synthesized and made available on a dedicated web-site.

ODE will work with districts to identify, pilot and field-test reliable measures for
determining the growth of students during an academic year. 

Professional development and resource materials will be provided on collecting
evidence of student growth for teachers of subjects and grade levels without
state-level assessments.

Other valid evidence measures that could be incorporated into teacher and
principal evaluation systems will be field tested (for example, use of parent and
student surveys; lesson study and analysis of student work over teaching cycles
to document student growth and changes in practice; teaching videos; self-
reflection to document teaching practice against the teacher performance rating
rubric; documentation of leadership activities and evidence of impact on improving
student learning; peer-assessment; action research).

summer 2012

beginning in spring 2011

pilot group spring 2011

tool available to all LEAs in
early spring 2012 

• in 2010-2011, 30% of such
teachers will receive reports;

• 60% in 2011-2012, and

• 100% in 2012-2013 and beyond

end of school year 2011-2012

spring 2012

beginning in 2012-2013

beginning in 2012-2013

beginning in 2012-2013

ASSURANCE AREA D: GREAT TEACHERS AND LEADERS

Measures of Student Growth

STATE LEVEL RESOURCES FOR ASSURANCE AREA D

(continued on p. 3)
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Recommended by ESB, 
April 2011

Framework adopted by SBOE,
November, 2011

deployed by summer 2012

tool to be piloted 
in 2011-2012

ongoing

2010-2011 (field test)
2011-2012 (pilot)

2010-2011 (field test)

• ODE will gather requirements for the
design of the system in 2010-2011

• design, piloting, and training will
occur in 2011-2012

• system available for use in 2012-2013

2012-2013

2012-2013

On-line tools available May, 2011

15 LEA’s participate spring 2012

Implement 2012-2014

• training for districts, lead teachers and
mentors will beginning in spring 2011 

• all lead teachers and mentors will
need to be trained and certified to
support resident educators beginning
in fall 2011

• vendor selected, fall 2011

• develop and filed test, 2012-2013

• implement 2013-2014

ASSURANCE AREA D: GREAT TEACHERS AND LEADERS (CONTINUED)

Evaluation Systems

The Educator Standards Board in collaboration with the OTES writing team will develop a
standards-based evaluation system framework which differentiates teacher effectiveness,
incorporates student growth measures, and is adaptable to changes in a teacher’s career
development. The Educator Standards Board will recommend the model teacher
evaluation system framework to the State Board of Education.

ODE and practicing educators from across the state will develop and implement an
evaluator training and credentialing program.

Observable and measurable behaviors will be identified that characterize the practice of
ineffective, developing, proficient, and accomplished teachers. These will be included in
a standards-based observation tool.

Gap analysis and planning tools will be developed to support districts in assessment of
their existing teacher evaluation systems. 

A teacher self-assessment and goal setting process that includes self-analysis on Ohio’s
Standards for Teachers and analysis of student learning has been field-tested. 

A model evaluation rubric for principals has been field tested that differentiates principal
effectiveness ratings across five categories: ineffective, satisfactory, effective, highly
effective and distinguished. 

ODE will implement an electronic system to support teacher and principal evaluations.
LEAs will be involved in providing input on system requirements. ODE will provide LEAs
with assistance in using data from evaluation results. 

Training and credentialing will be available on implementation of teacher and principal
evaluation systems that align to state models. 

Tools, resources and best practice examples of professional development programs that
are aligned to the learning needs of educators will be available.

ODE will, in collaboration with the Educator Standards Board, develop and recommend a
model Peer Assistance and Review program for teachers. Tools will be available on-line
and deployed to assist districts in developing Peer Assistance and Review programs or
adopting certain components and tools to be used in conjunction with their teacher
evaluation system to support teachers in need of improvement. 

All districts must implement the new Resident Educator Program for new teachers
beginning in Fall 2011. 

All teachers in the residency program must pass the Resident Educator Summative
Assessment during the teacher residency program as a condition to advance to a five-
year professional license. 

(continued on p. 4)
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beginning in spring 2011

December 2011
(available on-line and paper copies)

pilot in 2011

(available for LEAs 
February/March 2012)

• ratings provided for some
institutions beginning in spring 2011

• ratings to include both teacher and
principal reports by spring 2012

• scaled up to all teacher training
institutions by 2014

during 2011-2012

beginning in 2012-13

beginning in 2011

Pilot 2011
beginning in 2012

ASSURANCE AREA D: GREAT TEACHERS AND LEADERS (CONTINUED)

Equitable Distribution of Effective Teachers and Principals

Professional development will be available on best-in-class recruitment and
retention strategies.

Resource guide on Managing Educator Talent will be provided to each
participating district and charter school. 

A Teacher/Principal Distribution Data Analysis tool (EDEHE) will be provided for
LEAs to conduct a teacher/principal effectiveness analysis, building on the annual
HQT analysis in the CCIP 

The Ohio Board of Regents will provide value-added reports for colleges and
universities that prepare teachers in Ohio, based on the performance of those
institutions’ graduates once they are in the classroom. Reports will be published
on the OBR website.

ODE will convene a team to design a Beginning Principal Mentorship model. 

Educational Service Centers will receive start-up funding to pilot the Beginning
Principal Mentorship Model. 

OBR will implement the Woodrow Wilson Foundation STEM Teacher Fellowship
Program. 

ODE will create a TeachOhio an alternative teacher licensure program. The
TeachOhio consortium will be created and hold regular meetings and provide
technical assistance. 

Provide Effective Support to Teachers and Principals

Educator Preparation
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Application B

Race to the Top LEAs may apply for
formative assessment pilot 

Race to the Top middle schools (grades 5-8) that are
interested in learning more about formative
assessment and how to develop and implement
formative processes in the content areas of English
language arts and mathematics may apply for the
Formative Assessment in Middle Schools (FAMS)
pilot project. Content will be aligned to the Common
Core State Standards. This pilot focuses on using
formative assessment practices to improve instruction
and learning, including the formation of a community
of practice within the school. Coaches (provided by
ODE) are an integral part of the support system for
FAMS. This recruitment is for Cohorts 2 and 3, which
begins in fall 2012 and ends in spring 2014.
Applications for schools and coaches are posted on
the FAMS page on the ODE website. Middle schools
interested in participating in Cohorts 2 and 3 have
until noon on March 30 to submit their applications
with notifications by May 10. 

For additional information, please contact Karen
Daugherty karen.daugherty@ode.state.oh.us or 
click here. 

Application D

Ohio Teacher Evaluation System

• Training begins June 1, 2012

Application E

Remainder Dates for SIG 2011-2012

March 22, 2012 – SIG Grant Renewal Technical
Assistance Session ( OAASFEP Conference, Hyatt
Regency, Columbus OH – 1:30 PM)

March 27, 2012 – SIG Grant Renewal Technical
Assistance Session (Cuyahoga ESC PD Center, 5700
B West Canal Rd., Valley View OH – 9:30 AM)

March 27, 2012- SIG Grant Renewal Technical
Assistance Session (Receptions at Fairfield , 5975
Boymel Drive, Fairfield OH – 9:30 AM)

April 4-5, 2012 - Executive Principal Leadership
Academy Cohort 3 (Assigned Cohorts 1 and 2)

June 11, 2012 – Best Practices for School
Turnaround Conference ( Hyatt Regency at The
Greater Columbus Convention Center, Columbus, OH
(Required Attendance for Principal and 2-3 BLT
members from each SIG school)

June 26-27, 2012 - Executive Principal Leadership
Academy Cohort 3 (Assigned Cohorts 1 and 2)

TELL Ohio (targeted to 75 persistently low
performing buildings)

• Webinars for the TELL Ohio initiative in February
(14-23)

Announcements
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Southeast Ohio 

The Transformation Team and Distributed
Leadership - Coshocton City Schools

All Ohio LEAs committed to forming a Transformation
Team that is local and consisting of 50% or more
teachers, developing a strategy of transparent
communication, and providing oversight for the RttT
efforts. Due to the nature of the prescribed and implied
work, distributed leadership is needed if there is to be
reform at the local level.

Associate Professor John Diamond of the Harvard
Graduate School of Education sees the distributed
perspective as “integrative thinking” when thinking about
the “pieces” and “activity” of leadership. Dr. Diamond
uses the analogy of landing an airplane; “Try to think
about the activity of manning the plane, not as something
that an individual person does, not as something that the
instrumental panels would do without the people, not as
something a pilot would do without the air traffic
controller.” The activity system is a “combination of the
whole cockpit.” 

I attended a January Transformation Team meeting at
Coshocton City Schools in which distributed leadership is
being put into practice. The meeting lasted over an hour,
and while moderated by the curriculum director, it was
apparent that the Transformation Team was functioning
as a truly distributed leadership team. The Coshocton
Transformation Team has six areas from which reports
are received each month shared by that chairperson or
‘point’ person: Teacher Incentive Fund (TIF), Formative
Instruction Practices (FIP), Communication, Evaluation,
Strategic Compensation, and Scope of Work/Budget.
During the January meeting, the TIF Coordinator (Jeanne
McKenzie) shared regarding the progress of the Design
Teams around sustaining TIF, as well as discussion
around ideas for providing compensation for non-
instructional personnel such as guidance and school
nurse. The district’s Collaborative Learning Practitioner
(Christi Fauver, CLP & teacher) shared about a new Wiki
that she had created as a resource for FIP that contains
strategies and other useful sites and links. A discussion
on further ideas to improve a clear understanding of the
work around RttT continued facilitated by the
Communication Chairperson (teacher, Amy Borton).
Progress around the OTES and OPES pilots was shared
by the Evaluation Chair (CHS Administrator, Grant

Fauver), who also commented on the success of the
district’s local, grass roots design of the Peer Review
process. Changes in the Assessment for Learning
Modules from Battelle for Kids (BFK) were shared by the
Strategic Compensation Chairperson, (CCEA President,
and Teacher) Susan Nolan, as these modules are part of
teachers’ calamity day work. The Progress Monitoring
Chart for completion of year two’s Scope of Work was
reviewed, as was completion data from the BFK Learning
Path modules by the SOW/Budget Chairperson, (Director
of Curriculum and Learning) Kathy Robbins. Budget
considerations were requested for supporting the work
through technology. 

The meeting agenda was
provided prior to the meeting,
followed throughout the
meeting, and the meeting
adjourned after one hour.
Focused and purposeful
dialogue was exchanged freely
among the 22 member group. 

Southwest Ohio

Formative Instructional Practices Alive and Well 
at Emerson Academy in Dayton

7th grade social studies class delivers the Trojan Horse!
Ms. Toothman’s students enter her classroom with a smile
after they have received their daily hi-five from one of their
favorite teachers. They have an important task today:
delivering a Trojan horse, complete with a written letter from
one of the story’s characters, to another teacher in the
building. After introducing the learning target, Ms. Toothman
leads the class in a review of the Trojan horse story. Many
students are anxious to engage in helping her tell this Greek
classic they read about the previous day. Ms Toothman then
proceeds with her daily formative assessment. Around the
room hang four letter choices. Students move to the choice
as she reads off the questions. Shannon tracks their
responses in order to provide targeted intervention to
students needing extra assistance.

As students move into a silent writing activity, Shannon
makes use of the assessment data to provide
intervention. Students are not oblivious to this strategy.
One student said, “She gives us tests ahead of time, so

A Sample of Ohio’s Transformation Efforts

RttT
Southeast 
Regional
Coordinator 
Ivan Wilson

(continued on p.7)
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she knows what we know and that helps”. With pride and
confidence, her friend adds, “She helps us individually if
we need it”. In a buzz of activity, groups finish
constructing their Trojan
horses, loaded with their
letters, and head off to deliver
them to another teacher who
will respond back to them.
Judging from the looks on their
faces, achievement isn’t Greek
to Ms. Toothman’s students!

Northwest Ohio

Van Wert High School

As a recipient of RttT Innovative Program Grant, Van Wert
High School is preparing for its implementation of the New
Tech Network (NTN) program. The school staff will
implement the entire school conversion model over 4 years
with the 2012-2013 freshmen being the first class to learn
in the NTN performance-based learning (PBL) model.

New Tech Network program is an interdisciplinary
performance-based learning program designed to engage
students in problem solving and decision making through
student collaboration and subject integration. Students
are assigned projects which model real world problems
and learn to demonstrate their knowledge through a
performance based team project. The project helps
students gain the understanding of the content and an
appreciation of teamwork using a real world application.

While visiting NTN schools, the students in the program
boast of their ability to collaborate with peers and an
increased confidence in speaking and presenting. Their
work environment in a NTN school is based on a culture
of trust, respect and responsibility. 

In preparation, Van Wert’s 8-12th grade teaching staff,
guidance, administration, community members and
parents have visited several NTN schools to see the
program in action. Those schools included: Garrett
Morgan High School - Cleveland, OH, Viking New Tech
at Huntington North High School - Huntington, IN, New
Tech Academy at Wayne High School - Ft. Wayne, IN,
Jet Academy at Adams Central High School - Monroe, IN
and Titan New Tech at Taylor High School - Kokomo, IN.

The principal of Van Wert HS, Bill Clifton, and a lead
teacher, Chris Covey (Language Arts) will attend The
New Tech Network Leadership Training where they will

gain a deeper understanding of the core components: a
collaborative culture, project based learning, integration
of content and the use of technology to support within.

Once the NTN Year One staff has been selected at Van
Wert High School, teachers will attend The New Tech
Network Teacher Residency for two days in early spring
2012. During these training days, teachers will shadow other
New Tech Network demonstration sites to learn successful
implementation strategies of PBL. From June 18-22, Van
Wert High School’s Year One teachers will attend New
Schools Training in Grand Rapids, MI where they will be
trained to understand the core components of effective
culture, PBL, integration and the use of technology.

After several onsite visits, more professional
development to come, the Van Wert High School
teachers will be working hard to be ready for the
challenge of starting a new program which is designed
so differently in instructional input and learner output that
it will even “look” different from a traditional high school.

To learn more about New
Tech High Schools across
the country visit:
NewTechNetwork.org

Northeast Ohio 

It’s a Journey

Akron’s Imagine Romig Road Community School
teachers are expanding their use of their building’s
Scantron tool through the addition of the Scantron
Achievement Series. Building Leader, Christopher
Haynes and Assessment Coordinator, Rory Tiedemann,
have been supporting fifth grade teachers in exploring
how to create and use their own short cycle assessments
to quickly gather information regarding student
performance within their classrooms. Teachers, having
developed their own short cycle assessments for
mathematics units, have the assessments loaded into
Scantron. While rotating the laptop cart from classroom
to classroom can create a challenge, the data generated
from this process guides future instruction and supports
the development of intervention groups. Analysis of
these reports within Teacher-Based Teams is promoting
rich discussion of the standards, student performance,
and the success of interventions. 

RttT
Northwest 
Regional
Coordinator 
Laura
Keller

(continued on p. 8)

RttT
Southwest 
Regional
Coordinator 
Jeff Royalty
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Key to this process is a culture of collaboration and a
spirited desire to improve achievement for all students.
Teachers traditionally meet in the school gymnasium daily
at 8:40 a.m. as a team. They get a quick update to the
day’s events, share celebrations, and provide an alert
when obstacles are in the way. This brief community
meeting ends with the staff’s choral pledge: “I’ve come to
the frightening conclusion that I am the decisive element
in the classroom. It’s my personal approach that creates
the climate. It’s my daily mood that makes the weather.
As a teacher, I possess a tremendous power to make a
child’s life miserable or joyous. I can be a tool of torture or
an instrument of inspiration. I can humiliate or humor, hurt
or heal. In all situations, it is my response that decides
whether a crisis will be escalated or de-escalated and a
child humanized or de-humanized.” (Haim Ginott)

The last 30 minute period of the traditional school day
(3:15-3:45 p.m.) is called “Innovation Time” where all staff
(with the exception of one person manning the phones)
join together to provide support/enrichment to students
based on their needs. Students are shuffled and reshuffled
on a flexible basis according to results of classroom
assessments. While the end of the school day may be time
for some students to board the busses, other students are
involved in extended day tutoring until 5:20 PM!

Transformation Team meetings, that begin at 4:30 p.m.,
are taking shape as the school begins to implement the
OIP process to reach its goals and promote shared
decision-making! While a long day for students and staff,
this team is dedicated to improving the performance of all
students within their Imagine Romig Road Community
School family. They are a
staff dedicated to learning
together, adjusting their
course when needed, and
focused on doing whatever
it takes for their students to
succeed – it is a journey!

Urban Ohio

Toledo “Schools of Promise”- Exceptionally
Different, Exceptionally Similar

Urban Regional Specialist, Greg VanHorn, shares the
following observations of Toledo Public Schools. He
perfectly articulates the very positive trend that we are
elated to see in our Ohio public schools who are truly
proving to be “Schools of Promise.”

At first glance, you might say that The Toledo Technical
Academy and Toledo Early College High Schools are very
different; one emphasis being technical and the other on
college level course work. But when one looks deeper
into the internal workings and personalities of the
buildings you find many more similarities than differences.

In speaking with students and faculty of both buildings
there are characteristics that are common to both
schools. In both buildings, high expectations and
academic rigor are the order of the day and it is the first
comment you hear from both students and teachers.
Respect is the next most often characteristic mentioned.
Students in both schools are treated respectfully by
faculty, and they in turn return that respect. Both qualities
become a win/win scenario because they establish a
foundation from which all other assets fall into place. 

Students feel that they excel in the smaller environment
that both schools offer. They remark that they witness
peers that are more motivated to excel, be adventurous,
curious, and dedicated in their academic pursuits.
Because of this, students feel more mature, close knit,
and more willing to take on challenges. Many students
are thankful for parents who transport them to school and
support them in their pursuit of academic excellence.
Students at both locations talk about how they recognize
the dedication of their teachers. They note how willing
teachers are to take on extra duties and responsibilities
in helping students achieve. They are impressed with
faculty expertise in their core academic areas.

Faculties believe in shared decision-making and often
include students on decisions that affect all. Staff
members remark that the smaller size allows them close
communication with one another as teaching teams and
they are able to individualize the curriculum for students
due to that cohesiveness. Both faculties are firm in their
commitment to parent communication and involvement.
As a staff they are constantly looking for ways to reach
out to parents through phone calls, e-mails, school
events, newsletters, and conferencing.

Together, students and faculty see big dividends in the
approach to education on the part of each “School of
Promise”. Attendance rates are high (98%), expectations
and rigor contribute to much higher than normal state
standardized testing scores, a safe and secure
environment is realized, and both students and teachers
recognize a keen sense of problem-solving and
motivation that develops in students from freshmen to
senior year. This makes them college and career ready.
Students from both schools often return after graduation
to remark how well prepared they were for the next step.

RttT Director 
Maggie
Niedzwiecki

(continued on p. 9)
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What can be different, like bread and toast or water and
ice, can also be strikingly similar.Toledo’s “Schools of
Promise” at first glance do not look as though they have
much in common, yet the foundations of both schools
are alike. High expectations, academic rigor, respect for
all, and a collegial and goal oriented staff and student
body are great staring points! Critical thinking and
problem-solving skills, a safe and secure building
climate, parent involvement and hard work and also part
of a successful school
environment! Finally,
individualizing the
curriculum, communication,
and shared-decision making
all work together to create
success and student
academic growth. 

Central Ohio

Spotlight on Triad Local’s 
Formative Assessment Initiative

Triad Local in North Lewisburg is taking positive steps to
imbed formative assessment at all levels. In Triad’s
excellent Triad Races to the Top, their RttT newsletter,
produced by teacher Christina Smart-Meigs, describes
efforts at every level to employ formative assessment to
inform instruction. 

In one cited example, third grade teacher Lisa Hawley
reports, “I think the training on effective use of
assessment has created a district-wide focus on student
achievement in ways that we weren’t able to do before
formative assessment. Giving smaller assessments
more regularly gives me an even tighter focus so that I
know exactly which student to target on which skills.”

In the middle school, the 8th grade team is using
formative assessment not just as a teacher tool, but also
as feedback to students and parents. Teacher Roxie
Nauman reports that as an 8th grade team, “we have
implemented a scale of 1 to 3. A ‘1’ tells the student that
they will have additional learning needed to master the
topic. A ‘2’ signifies that they are almost to mastery. A ‘3’
indicates that the student has mastered the skill that
they set out to learn. The 1-2-3 scale is a concrete
indicator of mastering the learning goals. Students and
parents have immediate feedback.”

At the high school, science teacher Leslie Bradley has
change her entire Progress Book reporting system to
reflect formative assessment. Her assessments are now
listed by state standards. In her second year of
employing formative assessment in this way, Bradley
says that “it is helping science classes become more
inquiry based using the higher level critical thinking skills
that they will need for college.”

With the leadership of Superintendent Craig Meredith
and district Curriculum Director Deb Hayslip, Triad Local
is progressing on other initiatives: establishing a
stronger middle-to-high school transition for students
through teacher collaboration, student-led conferences
at the middle school, team teaching math at 6th grade,
and examining kindergarten data and learning groups.

Says Superintendent Meredith, “The students at Triad
are beginning to take responsibility for their own learning
and to be honestly reflective of the progress they make
toward clear learning targets. My vision for the Triad
Local Schools continues to be that we become a district
of excellence through steadfast determination. I am
certainly seeing momentum as we continue toward this
target…”

In a recent visit there, I certainly could feel this
momentum as I walked the halls and visited classrooms
where I could see ideas in action, best practices in use,
and a positive feel that good teaching and improvement
in student learning is worked on every day. 

For more information on
Triad’s efforts or to get a
copy of their model
newsletter, contact
Superintendent 
Craig Meredith, EdD, at
meredith@triad.k12.oh.us. 

RttT Central 
Regional
Coordinator 
Scott
Spears

RttT Urban 
Regional
Coordinator 
Clairie 
Huff-
Franklin


